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The greatest source of wealth comes from being a successful entrepreneur.   
The 2nd greatest source of wealth is being an investor with equity in 
successful businesses.  
 

- Karen Rands, Kugarand Capital Holdings  

“
”

Former IBM manager, Karen Rands is a Compassionate Capitalist, 
Venture Catalyst, Economist, Investor, and Entrepreneur.  
Karen is the founder and leader of the Compassionate Capitalist 
Movement™.  
Karen is nationally recognized as an expert on entrepreneurism and 
angel investing and the author of the bestselling book: 
InsideInside Secrets to Angel Investing Step-by-Step Strategies to Leverage 
Private Equity Investment for Passive Wealth Creation.
Soon to be released, Karen’s next book will be the Inside 
Secrets to Scaling a Business (and getting the people and money to 
do it right).

Karen has conducted workshops for audiences of all sizes.  She has spoken at business conferences around 
the world with hundreds in attendance and been a featured guest or panelist for numerous corporate audi-
ences.  Karen has spoken & served as Master of Ceremonies at annual conferences and corporate events 
of all sizes.As the host of the Compassionate Capitalist Show™, with worldwide distribution and over 145,000 
downloads, Karen has interviewed hundreds of notable successful entrepreneurs and investors and been 
the featured guest on many shows. 

Speaking Experience

Speaker Hosts & Events:

Podcasts & Interviews:

• Compassionate Capitalism 
Audience will learn how to use their current knowledge and experience to invest in entrepreneurs to bring 
passion to their life, build their local economy, create wealth, and perhaps own a piece of the next big thing.

• Buy, Invest or Start a Business
Audience will learn the risk / reward of buying a business, investing in an existing business, or starting a
business from scratch. 

• ROI Angel Investing vs ICOs, Real Estate, and Stock Market

Audience will learn why we are in the greatest age for wealth creation and how the benefits of owning a 
small piece of multiple private companies compares to investing in Cryptocurrency, Real Estate or the 
Stock Market

Karen is available to speak on the 
following topics, tailored to your specific needs: 

http://karenrands.info 470-210-4946 
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TheKarenRands

KarenRandskaren@kugarandholdings.com


